Abstract

Today, coronavirus disease 2019 is a recent phenomenon that becomes increasingly widespread and requires coping. Nurses have been at the forefront of the global fight against this pandemic which still largely remains unknown. Nurses who experience troubles at the workplace and in their private lives due to the pandemic have experienced losses, and they still continue to experience the same. The management of sorrow resulting from losses needs different strategies to cope with the pandemic since the ongoing process of losses and limited coping resources that nurses have highlighted the significance of the management of sorrow. Investigating the feeling of sorrow that nurses may experience and raising awareness toward such critical issues are of utmost importance, especially in these days when nurses experience losses on a daily basis. Therefore, this review aims to explore the feeling of sorrow that nurses experience during coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic based on nurses’ own statements.
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Introduction

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is often characterized by adverse medical conditions and negative feelings. One of these feelings is grief which is, in fact, a natural reaction to the sense of loss and evokes several other feelings such as pain, sadness, suffering, and misery. People have experienced loss in different ways during the COVID-19 pandemic that does not only refer to the loss of a relative or a family member but also occurred in various forms such as the loss of health, strength, autonomy, or bodily function. The unexpected outbreak of the pandemic and its complexity have caused even more losses and severe grief.

It has been frequently reported that nurses constitute the vast majority of healthcare professionals during the COVID-19 pandemic and they have played a significant role. Moreover, nurses usually spend more time with patients in comparison to other health professionals and help to improve their health as well as enhance their well-being. In the face of such an overwhelming pandemic, nurses were also obliged to cope with too many losses. It may not necessarily be the loss of a relative or a family member, but it may as well be various kinds of losses, particularly including the loss of a patient experienced by the patients and their relatives rather than the loss of only a loved one. Grief is simply a natural response to the sense of loss and it has posed an increasing challenge for nurses during the COVID-19 pandemic, which brought about difficulties in developing coping strategies. Given that nurses are supposed to deal with their own losses as well as the losses of patients and their relatives, it would be obvious that grief has a more ravaging effect on nurses than any other professionals. Furthermore, it would be reasonable to argue that nurses experience or may experience grief more profoundly due to the agonizing number of losses during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the experiences of grief and the sense of loss have not been particularly reported in studies conducted in Türkiye while there are a considerable number of studies on psychological and mental issues that nurses must endure.

Considering such a background, this review will focus on the losses and grief experienced by nurses during the COVID-19 pandemic with references to the self-reports of nurses.
Nursing and Grief

The pandemic has caused dramatic changes in the daily routines of people in various ways. Particularly, COVID-19 has caused a number of deteriorations in patients’ health conditions not to mention respiratory function deficiencies and other physical symptoms. Meanwhile, the sense of grief has been accentuated due to the inaccessibility of healthcare services and visit limitations in in-patient clinics. In a case study conducted by Aktura and Özden, it was found that the most crucial support system of patients diagnosed with COVID-19 was their families. It was also reported that patients experienced grief and anxiety due to the uncertainties caused by COVID-19, which demonstrates that the sense of inadequacy for a family member of a COVID-19 patient to take part in patient care substantially influences the feeling of grief that a COVID-19 patient may experience. However, losses during the COVID-19 pandemic are not limited to these relatively predictable obstacles.

During the pandemic, millions of people have lost their relatives, friends, colleagues, or family members due to COVID-19. Because of the restrictions in funerals or lockdown regulations, many people have not been able to pay their final respects to their beloved ones, which led to unprecedented emotional disturbances beyond grief. In line with the recent research in the scientific literature, it can be suggested that the sense of grief may enhance and might become even more complicated, because of the loss of relatives from COVID-19, uncertainties about the course of the pandemic, unfulfilled rituals due to sudden and unexpected losses, and the sense of anxiety that individuals may experience similar traumas and lose their relatives.

Although the effects of COVID-19 indicate personal variations, nurses have closely witnessed the losses of patients and/or their relatives and their experiences of grief when, in the meantime, devotedly providing the best care. Additionally, nurses have functioned as a reliable support system for patients as well as their relatives during the pandemic and stated their own experiences as follows:

“We respond to the medical needs of patients with COVID-19 and support them psychologically.”

“We are traumatized by the experiences of patients.”

“We mentally suffer from what is happening.”

“Unfortunately, we lost the patient. It certainly is a psychological trauma for us.”

Taking into account all of these discussions and evidence, it can reasonably be argued that nurses might have similar experiences of grief and loss to those of patients and their relatives. Moreover, nurses have to deal with other losses that have been caused by the pandemic. Nurses comprise a large part of the medical teams and they are often on the frontlines to fight against pandemics and other medical urgencies. Pappa et al carried out a study and reported that nurses might be directly or indirectly exposed to COVID-19-related issues while providing care. They similarly noted that nurses’ sense of grief might be worsened since they were spending a lot of time with COVID-19 patients and they were overwhelmed with the increasing number of deaths in their units, sharing the pain and suffering of the patients and their relatives, and controversial ethical problems. It has also been confirmed in a number of studies that nurses had traumatic cases in a short time span and they had more severe levels of grief than any other medical personnel. Furthermore, Serrano-Ripoll et al additionally indicated in a meta-analysis that the nurses’ sense of grief might be heightened due to post-traumatic stress disorders caused by traumatic cases during the pandemic.

Nurses do their best to continue providing nursing care with limited resources and they spend a great deal of time with patients providing treatment and care. Besides their hospital services, nurses also help patients in home quarantine and they are assigned to public health services such as contact tracing and monitoring care. An et al further found that nurses worked irregular, and gradually increasing, hours during the COVID-19 pandemic, they had difficulties in finding protective equipment, and they had to provide care for more patients than they could. Recent studies have pointed out that these obstacles and challenges were among the major causes of psychological problems that nurses frequently experienced during the pandemic. In relevant studies conducted to determine the problems of nurses during the pandemic, the nurses expressed their feelings as follows:

“The number of our patients has increased a lot.”

“Protective equipment helps a lot but they are not enough. We need that equipment to protect ourselves.”

“The hospital feels like home now.”

“I haven’t returned to my house for 24 days.”

“We are working too many hours because of the insufficient number of nurses.”

These statements clearly indicate that nurses have medical and psychological problems working during an uncertain pandemic. Liu et al reported that nurses who provide care for patients diagnosed with COVID-19 were anxious about getting infected and losing their lives. The nurses explain their grief about their losses and anxieties about future losses:

“I don’t want to die while I try keeping others alive.”

“There were times when I thought I was going to die here.”

“We are afraid of getting infected with COVID-19.”

“We all feel anxious, we are spiritually torn down.”

Besides, their sense of grief has worsened when they are worried about their families and colleagues, who function as support mechanisms for nurses to cope with the traumas and the sense of grief. Because nurses do not only experience problems in their workplace, they may also have problems when they stay away from their families and their homes. Bayulgen et al also reported that 73.6% of nurses lived with their parents and they were concerned about infecting their family members. Terkes and Yamac similarly found that nurses were separated from their spouses and children during the pandemic and they were anxious about infecting their family. They also stated that the nurses who participated in the study were poorly undertaking the care responsibilities of their family members. Obviously, the sense of grief is further embroiled when their relatives, colleagues, friends, or family members get infected with COVID-19 or when they
pass away.28,39 Nurses express this loss and grief they experience as follows:

“I had to leave my home since the 1st day I started working with COVID-19 patients. My grandmother takes care of my two-and-a-half-year-old daughter. I moved to another house to protect them. I am staying with my four colleagues in this house. I am feeling underpowered now.”29

“The morning I left home, my two-and-a-half-year-old daughter got up early although she normally never does. She was grabbing me and saying, “No, don’t go to work, there’s a virus out there.” I came to work in tears, and I have never gone back to my house since then.”29

“Every patient we lost makes me think what if my family gets sick.”30

“I had to keep away from my family. I missed hugging them.”31

“One day, my son wanted to hug me, and I said ‘mommy, you know there is a virus, we cannot hug’. He said to me, ‘is there a virus between the mother and the child?’ I burst into tears right there.”31

The participant nurses have similar feelings for their colleagues as well. Huang et al32 and Nowicki et al33 noted that nurses were entangled with a sense of grief when they learned that their colleagues got infected or, even more tragically, lost their lives. Many nurses, on the other hand, clearly expressed their anxiety and sense of grief as follows:

“It is very weary to see the people I work with are dying, the only thing I wonder is when my turn will come.”35

Besides, like many other healthcare professionals, nurses are also at risk of stigmatization and social exclusion during the pandemic.30 Serrano-Ripoll et al34 and Ramaci et al35 reported that nurses were stigmatized and ostracized during the COVID-19 pandemic.

“We feel alone and left out.”41

“When people hear that I work in the pandemic service, they say ‘Stay away from her’.”18

Due to the unexpected and sudden spread of the disease, they cannot get away from their immediate environment and they are obliged to tackle their problems both personally and professionally on their own.39 Accordingly, nurses are experiencing restraints in developing coping strategies and they are gradually losing their strength, which consequently intensifies the impact of grief.

Conclusion

Nurses struggle with uncertainties during the pandemic and it is of utmost significance to understand their situation, to raise awareness about their losses, and to empathize with their sense of grief. Nurses have been more frequently overwhelmed with the sense of loss and grief during the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, they have difficulties in developing coping strategies to deal with these problems and their experience of grief becomes increasingly complicated. In this regard, it is thought that this review will pave the way to provide an insight into the sense of loss and grief that nurses recently experienced or might potentially experience during the compelling COVID-19 pandemic.
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